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Introduction. Since the publication of Levinson's results concerning

the first boundary value problem for eAu+A(x,y)ux+B(x,y)uy

+ C(x, y)u = D(x, y) [6], there have been a number of other papers

dealing with related two-dimensional problems [l; 3; 7]. More re-

cently a paper by O. A. Ladyjzenskaya has appeared in which an

ra-dimensional extension of the original problem is discussed [4].2 It

is felt that the following treatment of the ra-dimensional problem

making use of a previously devised modification of Levinson's ap-

proach [l; 3], may be of interest. It is readily seen that this treatment

can be modified so as to include the case of certain types of singulari-

ties in the field of characteristics of the e = 0 equation [7].

Roughly speaking, our object is to prove that the solution u(x, e)

of a certain e-parametered elliptic equation (1.1) may be character-

ized as the superposition of two functions. One of the two is a function

U(x) independent of e, while the other function z(x, e) is of significant

magnitude only near a boundary of the domain. That is, z(x, e) is a

"boundary layer" term.

The plan of the discussion is as follows. The hypotheses and the

geometrical aspects of the problem are discussed in §1. In §2 the

formal statement of the theorem is given and boundary layer terms

are constructed. Finally, in §3 the desired conclusion is proved by

appeal to a maximum principle.

1. Consider the following Dirichlet problem:

(1.1)      Ltu = eaij(x)u,ij + ai(x)u,i + c(x)u = d(x)        u = u(x) on D.

Here Le is a uniformly elliptic operator obeying a maximum principle

(u,i denotes du/dxt and analogously for w,,y), x=(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn)

denotes a point of E", the summation convention is utilized, and D

is a bounded domain of En with its boundary denoted by D.

More precisely, the hypotheses are:

(1) The domain D is of class C[„/2]+3 in the sense that it contains
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subdomains Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Am, covering all of D except for a compact

subset, whose closures are class C[„/2]+3 homeomorphs of closed

bounded domains in E". The images of the sets AkC\D under these

homeomorphisms, whose inverses also are of class Qn/21+3, are (ra —1)-

dimensional planar subsets of E".

(2) The symmetric matrix a;,(x) is uniformly positive definite on

D, so that whenever xED f-'aijix^'^ai-H;* for every vector £

= (£L> • • ■ , £B) and a fixed constant a>0.

(3) c(x) is negative throughout D.

_ (4) ffl,-i(x)GC[B/2]+2, uix)EC[n/2]+3 and a,(x), c(x), /(x)GC[n/2]+i on

D.

Inasmuch as the following development does not require functions

to be smoother than d except to ensure existence of m(x, e), (1) and

(4) may be replaced by such weaker conditions as achieve the same

end [8].

We now define a "tube." Let Sp p = 1, 2 denote closed sets contained

in disjoint open subsets Sp of D, where we suppose the following con-

ditions to be satisfied:

(I) Sp, p = l, 2, is the homeomorph, by a d mapping 3p, of a do-

main in the hyperplane vH = 0. [For clarity we denote points of E" by

v= ivi, V2, ■ • • , Vn) when discussing homeomorphs of subsets of D.]

(II) On Sp the vector field a,(x) is nowhere orthogonal to the field

n^x) of into-I?-directed unit normal vectors to D; that is, a,(x) is

nowhere tangent to Sv. Moreover all solutions of dxi/aiix) = dx2/a2(x)

= • • • =dxn/an(x) which intersect S1 intersect D next through S2,

and conversely. To be specific we denote by S1 that one of the sets

Sp on which the characteristics of L0u (i.e. Ltu with e = 0), defined by:

(1.2) dxi/dt = - <z,(x),

enter D with increasing t. Thus,

(1.3) ai(x)ni(x) < 0 on S1,       a,(x)ni(x) > 0 on52,

(III) S1 is the homeomorphic image under 31 of a convex closed

domain F1C(31)-1S1- The set X traced out by those characteristics of

LqU joining S1 and S2 is a "tube."

It follows from the above hypotheses that S2 is also a homeomorph

of V1 and that X is an w-dimensional set. These statements are read-

ily verified. Note to begin with that S2 may be characterized by:

2     2 2 2 1 1

(1.4) 3 (j»i, • • • , Vn-1, 0) = X   = Fit, Xl, • • • , xn),

xp g S", v2 E i a2)-1^2.
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Here x = F(t, xl) denotes the characteristic solving:

dxi i
(1-20 — = - «*(*), **(0) = Xi-

dt

Rewriting (1.4) leads to:

(1.40       a\vl, ■ ■ ■ , vl-i, 0) - F(t,  t\(J), ■ ■ ■ , Zn(vj) = 0,

v1 e v1, v2 e (vy's2.

Now it follows from our hypotheses that there is associated with

each v1 a unique v2 and t, i.e. the values corresponding to the (first)

S2 intersection of the characteristic passing through x1 = Z1(v1). The

functions t(vx) and v2(vx), i=l, • ■ ■ , n — l, obtained in this fashion

are of class C\. For the ra —1 tangent vectors 3,jJ2 (v\, ■ ■ ■ , v\-lt 0),

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n — l, [henceforth a comma preceding a subscript denotes

partial differentiation] are certainly linearly independent on S2, while

the vector F,t(t, ^(v1), • • • , 3l(v1))= —a(x2) is not tangent to S2,

so that these ra vectors form a linearly independent set on S2. There-

fore the implicit function theorem may be applied to (1A) to prove

the d character of t(vx), v2(vl). Moreover, since the vectors

F.,\(t, 2\(vl), ■ ■ ■ , aft**)) and F,t(t, ^{(v1), • • • , 3„(^)) are all solu-

tions of the linear differential system:

(1-5) ~~= ~ "<AF(t, s\(p\ • • • , 3W))bi
dt

their obvious linear independence on S1 ensures their linear independ-

ence throughout X (see [2, pp. 25-26]). This demonstrates the n-

dimensionality of X and, in addition, shows that the implicit function

theorem may be also applied to (1.4i) to prove the existence of unique

Ci functions t(v2), v)(v2) j=l, • ■ ■ , n—l. Note that this ensures that

the mapping v2(vx) is of rank ra— 1.

In concluding this section, we note that the hypotheses on the sub-

sets Sp are of such nature as to ensure equally well the existence of

correspondingly related pairs O, Pp, Qp with ^>Op>Pp>Qp>Sp

[">" denotes "is contained in the interior of"]. The new sets O1,

P1, Q1 may also be supposed homeomorphic under 31 to convex

compact domains in (S1)-^1. We shall denote the tubes generated in

this way by X0, Xp, Xq, respectively.

2. We return now to:

(1.1)       Ltu = taij(x)u,ij + ai(x)u,i + c(x)u = d(x)       u = u(x) on D.
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The hypotheses introduced in §1 ensure that there exists in D a

unique solution w(x, e) for each e>0. We shall show that, for small e,

m(x, e) consists essentially of the superposition of the "boundary

layer" term z(x, e) with a solution £/(x) of the reduced equation:

(2.1) LoU = aiix)U,i + c(x)U = d(x).

More precisely, we shall prove the

Theorem. In X there occurs the following decomposition

(2.2) u(x, e) = U(x) + z(x, e) + w(x, e),

where: C/(x) is that solution of the reduced equation coinciding with

m(x) on S1; zix, e) has in a neighborhood of S2 the form z = A(x)e-9(x)/e

(with g = 0 on S2, g>0 off of S2), and elsewhere in X is uniformly

0(e~hlt) for a fixed positive 5i; w(x, e) is uniformly 0(e1/2) in X and

vanishes on Sp.

The method of proof will be to obtain boundary layer quantities

h(x)e~oMlt and H(x)e~alx)lt"2 which satisfy Ltu = 0 uniformly to

within 0(e) and 0(e1/2), respectively. We extend the initial domain of

definition of z(x, e)=h(x)e~a(x'>l* by continuing this term in a C2,

uniformly 0(e~Sl,t) fashion to all of Xq. Then we utilize the maximum

principle for Le to show that the difference between u(x, e) and the

superposition of U(x), H(x)e~0<-x)ltU2 and z(x, e) is uniformly 0(e1/2)

on Xq. Since H(x)e~0(x'>l'm is itself uniformly 0(e1/2) on X, the con-

clusion of the theorem results.

To begin with, substitution of the expressions A(x)e_o(:r>/' and

i?(x)e~G(l)/<"2 into Ltu = 0 reveals that they will each formally satisfy

this equation to the required degree of approximation provided the

following conditions are met:

o-ij(x)g,ig,j - ai(x)g,i = 0,

(ai(x) - 2aijix)g,j)hti + (c(x) - aijix)g,ij)h = 0,

aiix)Gti = 0,
(2.4)

aiix)H,i + (c(x) + aijix)G,iG,j)H = 0.

We now set the following initial value problem for the nonlinear g

equation in (2.3):

(2.30 aijix)g,ig,j - aiix)g,i = 0       g(x2) = 0, x2 E O2,

and we shall seek a solution other than the trivial one g = 0. Writing

the characteristic equations associated with (2.3i) we obtain:
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d
— (xk) = 2aki(x)g,j — ak(x),
dr

d
(2.32) —(g.k) = ~ (aa(x)),kg,ig,j - (a{(x)),kg,,-,

dr

d
— (g)   =  Ctij(x)g,ig,j.
dr

It is well known that if C3 initial values chosen on O2 for the g,k satisfy

(2.3i), are consistent with the initial value for g, and determine 02

as a noncharacteristic manifold, then there exists in a neighborhood

of 02 a unique d solution to (2.3i) satisfying the initial conditions on

both the g,k and g [5].

In order to show that initial values for g,k may in addition be so

chosen as to yield a nontrivial solution, we note that the given initial

value for g certainly requires:

(2.5) g,k(x2) = X(x2)«*(*2),        x2 E 02,

with X(x2) an as yet unspecified function.

Substitution into (2.3i) leads to:

(2.6) [X(x2)]2oI-y(x2)ra,-(xs)ray(x2) - X(x>f(x2)ra;(x2) = 0.

Therefore, since oty(x2)ra,(x2)ray(x2) =a>0 and ai(x2)ra,(x2)>0, we

can choose:

aAx2)ni(x2)
(2.7) X(x2) = -1^^^-> 0.

aij(x2)ni(x2)nj(x2)

Thus provided with obviously nontrivial C% initial values for the

g,k we can verify that the remaining condition is satisfied. By (2.3i)

and (2.32) we find:

d _i
nk(x2) — (x2) = [X(x2)]    [2akj(x2)g,kg,j - ak(x2)g,k]

dr
(2.8)

= pMx2)]-^,^^2) = nk(x2)ak(x2) > 0,

so that O2 is a noncharacteristic manifold with the above choice for

g,k(x2). In particular, solutions of (2.32) enter D with increasing t.

Further we see that (2.32) leads to:

(2.9) - (g(x2)) = aij(x2)g,ig,j ^ a[X(*2)]2 > 0,
dr
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ensuring the existence of a positive solution g(x) throughout a

(deleted) neighborhood of O2. Moreover (2.9) implies that for a

sufficiently small constant Ti>0 there exists a 5>0 such that:

(2.10) g(r, x2) >~5t 0<rg ri, x2 G O2.

Now we introduce a C3 function p(x2) defined on O2 and positive

except on O2. For a sufficiently small constant 7>0 we see that

70(x2) i£ri so that the set:

(2.11) wi: x = J(t, x2)        0 <t ^ yp(x2),x2 EO2

is a subset of the set characterized by (2.10). Here x = J(t, x2) denotes

the base characteristic of (2.3i) passing through x2, i.e. a solution of

the first system of (2.32).

Moreover the constant y may be chosen sufficiently small so that

the surface

(2.12) Wi: x = J(yP(x2), x2) xEO2

is "almost parallel" to O2 in the sense that there exists a constant

<Ti>0 for which the following is a subset of D:

(2.13) w2: x = xw + <tN(xw)      xw E Wu 0 g a ^ <n.

N(xw) here denotes the field of out-of-wi directed unit normal vectors

to Wi. Such almost parallelism occurs when Ni(xw)ni(x2) is positive

for all xw = x2E02.

That W\ is indeed an n — l surface and that coi is w-dimensional fol-

lows from the linear dependence in O2 of the n vectors

(2.14)/.T(r,  Zi(v2), ■ ■ ■ , sl(V2)),        J,^(r,  £(v), ■ ■ ■ , Tn(v))

i = 1, • • • , n — 1,

all of which are solutions of a certain C2 linear system of ordinary

differential equations [2]. For these vectors are thereby linearly inde-

pendent and of class C2 throughout coi, and the remaining details are

strictly analogous to those discussed in §1. Furthermore the knowl-

edge that, for small y, Wi is almost parallel to O2 follows from the

same linear independence and smoothness, for the n — l tangent vec-

tors to Wu J,S.[y<j>(x2(V2)), ?>\(v2), ■ ■ ■ , £(v2)], i=l, ■ ■ • , n-l, are

then almost equal to the corresponding tangent vectors to O2

J.'ii®, 3i("2), • • • , 3liv2)) and are also linearly independent.

We note further that the linear independence of the n vectors

[xwiv2)+<TN(xw(p2))]^ and [xw(i'2)+<TN(xv'(v2))],r on Wi ensures

their linear independence in a neighborhood of Wi. That &i can be
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chosen sufficiently small so that there is a one-one C2 correspondence

in co2 between points x and pairs (cr, xw(v2)) then follows from the

implicit function theorem.

Turning now to the second equation of (2.3), the linear equation

involving h, we note that its base characteristics coincide with those

previously obtained for the g equation. Therefore we are assured that

the following linear initial value problem has a unique Ct solution

throughout wi:

(0i(x) - 2aij(x)g,j)h,i + (c(x) - aij(x)g,ij)h = 0,

h = (u(x2) - U(x2))yP(x2) on 02,

where i^(x2) denotes a C2 function defined on O2 which is identically

unity on Q2 and vanishes outside P2, and U(x) denotes that solution

of the reduced equation described in the theorem. That U(x) is

uniquely defined and of class C2 throughout XP follows from the

hypothesized nontangency to Sp of the base characteristics of (2.1)

and smoothness hypothesis (4). It follows from well known existence

theory of ordinary differential equations that the set Mi consisting of

all points x = J(y<p(x2), x2) with x2£P2 is a compact subset contained

in the interior of Wi. In view of the homogeneity of (2.33) it is clear

that h vanishes together with its partial derivatives at all points of

Wi not lying in Mi.

We now deal directly with the product z(x, e)=h(x)e~a<-x)l'. This

function is defined in wi and vanishes together with its partial deriva-

tives at all points of Wi — Mi. Denote by z,n(xw, e) and zixN(xw, e) the

first and second order normal derivatives of h(x)e~oWI* on Wi. We

extend z(x, e) throughout w2 as follows:

(2.15)   z(x, e) = [A(x») + aB(x">) + a2C(x">)](l - — J  0 fk a fk cr,,

where

A(xa) = z(xa, e),

3 3
B(x") = Z,N(xw, e) -\-A(x") = z,N(x™, e)-\-z(xw, e),

<ri tri

1 3 3
C(xw) = — z,nn(xw, e) -\-B(xw)-■ A(xw)

2 <7i (ai)2

1 3 6
= — z,nn(xw, e) -\-z,N(xw, e) -|-z(xw, e).

2 o-i (ai)2
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That (2.15) defines z(x, e) as a bona fide function of x is assured by

the one-one relation between (a, xw(v2)) and x in co2. Moreover z(x, e)

as thus defined is seen to vanish together with its first and second

order partial derivatives at all boundary points of wlUw2 excepting

points of P2. Hence we extend z(x, e) in a C2 manner to all of XQ by

simply specifying the values in A^H («i Wo>2) to be as given above and

defining z(x, e) to be identically zero elsewhere in Xq. Note further

that (2.10) ensures that g(x"0>25i on Mi for some constant 5i>0

since y<p(x2) is positive for x2G-P2. Therefore since z(xw, e), z,n(x", e)

and z,nn(xw, e) all include the factor e~s<-xW)l' it is evident that z(x, e)

as defined by (2.15), together with its partial derivatives of first and

second order, is uniformly 0(e~Silt) throughout u2. The extension of

z(x, e) to all of X in the manner described by the theorem has obvi-

ously been accomplished.

In order to obtain the term H(x)e~G(x'"tU2 we note that the first

equation of (2.4) requires simply that G(x) be constant along base

characteristics of the reduced equation. We may therefore define

G(x) as a C3 function in Xq by the following equation:

(2.16) G[F(t,  3i(V))] = Kfiv1) v1 E U1)-^1

where fip1) denotes a d non-negative function vanishing only for

i'1G(31)_101, and where k is a positive constant to be specified below.

That (2.16) unambiguously defines G(x) as a C3 function in Xq is a

direct consequence of the previously discussed properties of the map-

pings S1^1) and Fit, x1).

Turning now to the equation in (2.4) for -ff(x) we note that its base

characteristics also coincide with those of the reduced equation.

Moreover if k is chosen sufficiently small it is clear from our definition

of G(x) that .ff(x) steadily increases along the characteristics as they

proceed from Q2 to Q}. We are assured that the following linear initial

value problem has a unique C2 solution throughout A"Q:

aiix)Hti + (c(x) + atf(x)G,,-G,i)fl = 0,

Hix2) m 2M + K + 1 on Q2.

Here M denotes a bound for | w(x, e) | on D as furnished by the maxi-

mum principle [e.g. Af=(infrj | c(x) | )_1 supj |d(x)|+supo |fi(x)|]

and K denotes a bound for | U(x) | on Xq.

In the light of our construction it is evident that H(x)e~G(x)/'I/2

^2M+K + 1 on those characteristics in Xq passing through Q1 (and

therefore passing through Q2), and that JJ(x)e_G(l)/el/2>0 throughout

XQ.
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3.  Consider now the Ct functions

a(x, e) = U(x) + z(x, e) + H(x)e-GM'<1'\

fi(x, e) = U(x) + z(x, e) - H(x)e-G^''112

which are defined for xEXq. By virtue of equations (2.3), (2.4) it is

easily seen that |/€a — d(x)\ and \Ltfi — d(x)\ are both uniformly

0(e1/2). Moreover we note that the following inequalities hold for

small e:

(3.2) a(x, e) > u(x, e) > fi(x, e) when xEXq,

where Xq consists of Q1{UQ2 together with those points traced out by

the characteristics in Xq passing through Ql. Since a(x, e)—u(x, e)

satisfies Ltu = 0 to 0(e112) and is non-negative on the boundary of Xq

it follows that any negative minimum of this function is uniformly

0(e112), so that u(x, e) <a(x, e)+0(e1/2) certainly holds throughout

Xq. A similar argument shows that u(x, e) >fi(x, e) — 0(e1/2) through-

out XQ. Hence fi(x, e)-0(e1'2) <u(x, e) <a(x, e)+0(e1'2) throughout

Xq. Therefore we may write:

(3.3) | u(x, e) - (U(x) + z(x, «)) |   < H(x)e-G^'^ + 0(e1'2)

when x E Xq.

Inasmuch as H(x)e~aMll>12 is itself uniformly 0(e1/2) on X, we have

proved the theorem stated in §2.
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